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Hawks match last season's win total with victory over

Pacers

By Michael Cunningham 

The Atlanta Journal-Constitution

8:26 p.m. Sunday, March 28, 2010

After a poor effort led to a dispiriting loss at Eastern Conference also-ran Philadelphia on Friday, the

Hawks said they would be ready for lottery-bound Indiana on Sunday.

It took them more than a quarter but the Hawks finally backed up their talk with action. Jamal Crawford and

Al Horford provided jolts and Josh Smith helped put the finishing touches on a 94-84 victory at Philips

arena.

The Hawks won their season-high eighth consecutive game at home and ended Indiana’s win streak at five

games. The Hawks matched last season’s victory total of 47 with nine games left until the postseason.

It looked like the Hawks would give another lackluster effort when the Pacers scored 31 points in the first

quarter, but the Hawks responded when their reserves, led by Crawford, provided needed energy in the

second quarter.

Crawford scored 10 points during a 12-3 run to open the second quarter and the Hawks led 50-48 at

halftime.

“Now that’s what my team expects of me,” Crawford said. “If I’m not doing that I am kind of throwing

everyone else out of whack.”

The Hawks kept it up after halftime. Horford had 12 points and eight rebounds in the third quarter, including

one play in which he corralled a missed shot and twice rebounded his misses at the basket before scoring.

Horford recorded his eighth consecutive double-double effort with 18 points and 12 rebounds.

“He’s been consistent from Day One he stepped foot in Atlanta and put on a Hawks uniform,” Hawks coach

Mike Woodson said. “He’s been fantastic. He’s been on a nice roll here of late by getting the doubles-

doubles and we are going to need him to continue to do that.”

Horford’s 12 points in the third nearly equaled Indiana’s collective 13 points. The Pacers had several shots

rim out while making just 6 for 19 in the period but the Hawks challenged shots more aggressively.

The Hawks led 72-63 entering the fourth quarter and were ahead 91-74 with 3:40 to go. The Pacers got

back within 91-84 but the Hawks resisted.
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Smith scored 11 of his team-high 21 points in the fourth quarter. Crawford finished with 17 points as the

Hawks’ reserves combined to score 29 points.

The Pacers had an easy time finding open shots early as the Hawks were slow to close out on shooters.

Brandon Rush made all four of his 3-point attempts and the Pacers were 6 of 9 overall on 3-pointers in the

first period.

“They came out blazing,” Woodson said. “They’ve been playing well so I knew they would come out ready

to play.”

The Hawks still were within 31-26 to end the quarter because of Smith’s 10 points and eight points from Joe

Johnson, but they didn't really turn it on until Crawford’s barrage early in the second quarter.

Crawford made four consecutive shots during the run.

“From that point on we really never looked back,” Woodson said.
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